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<? The BG News
Thursday, November 12, 1992

Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

Yeltsin implies soldiers detained
American POWs were executed,
forced to surrender U.S. citizenship
by Deborah Mesce
The Associated Press

Rain, rain, go away:
Today, periods of rain.
Thunderstorms also possible. High in the mid SOs.
Breezy southwest winds 15
to 25 mph becoming west.
Chance of rain near 100 percent. Tonight, mostly cloudy
with a chance of rain early
and flurries late. Turning
colder with the low around
30. Chance of precipitation
40 percent. Friday, snow
showers likely with the high
35 to 40. Chance of snow 70
percent.

WASHINGTON -- Russian
President Boris Yeltsin told U.S.
senators Wednesday In a letter
that Americans were held in
prison camps after World War II
and some were "summarily executed" while others still live in
his country voluntarily.
Yeltsin's letter also said some
Americans had been forced to

Officials
check into
Inside The News on-campus
bar-n-grill
Elephant's Memory:
A University junior is attempting to open new literary doors with a new magazine. J See page five.

On Campus
Omega Forum:
Order of Omega, the
greek honor society, will
sponsor the Omega Forum
this evening at 9 p.m. in the
Community Suite of the
University Union.
The discussion will focus
on the decline of pledging many sororities and fraternities have shortened or
eliminated their pledge
period, followed by much
controversy.
The panel of speakers in
the event include Barb
Bridges, collegiate services
director of Alpha Chi
Omega; Mary Beth Holybach, Gamma Phi Beta
member; Kevin O'Niel, associate director of chapter
services from Lambda Chi
Alpha; and Chuck Loring,
former president of the
National Interfraternity
Conference.
Assistant Director of
Small Group Housing and
Greek Life Kimberlie
Goldsberry will serve as
monitor, while interested
students are also encouraged to ask questions to the
panel and voice their views
on the situation.

Outside Campus

Lottery
CLEVELAND (AP) - Here
are Wednesday nighf s Ohio
Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 8-4-5
Pick 4 Numbers: 1-7-2-0
Super Lotto:
19-25-29-37-41-46
Kicker: 0-8-8-3-5-7
The jackpot is $20 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

renounce their citizenship.
Russian leaders are almost
certain no U.S. citizens are still
being detained, Yeltsin said in his
letter, read to a Senate committee by the general who serves as
Russian head of a U.S.-Russian
commission searching for American POWs and MI As.
Gen. Dmitri Volkogonov told
the Senate Committee on POWMIA Affairs that he has pored
through Russian archives but has

so far found no evidence that any
Americans captured in the
Korean or Vietnam wars were
taken to the former Soviet Union.
He said he was aware only of
nine American servicemen who
deserted in the Vietnam War and
went to the former Soviet Union.
He added, however, "hypothetically we cannot dismiss the
possibility that Americans were
taken from Vietnam to the Soviet
Union, but we have no precise information" about any specific
cases. It is "a possibility and I believe not a very strong possibility," he said.
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
chairman of the committee.

characterized as revelations the
Russians' acknowledgements
that Americans held after World
War II were forced to renounce
their citizenship, that some were
killed and some still lived in the
former Soviet Union voluntarily.
"They will be talked to ... and
asked whether they want to come
home," Kerry said, adding that
the list of names and addresses
that Volkogonov delivered to the
committee would be made public.
Last August, Volkogonov
signed a statement printed in a
Soviet newspaper which said
several dozen Americans were
jailed by Soviet secret police dur-

ing and after World War II and
one of them was executed on orders of Soviet dictator Josef Stalin. The statement said most
were forced to renounce their
citizenship. Two Americans
trapped in the Soviet Union for
years were interviewed by an
Associated Press reporter shortly thereafter.
In answer to a reporter's question Wednesday, Volkogonov said
through a translator that 119
Americans were held in Soviet
camps after World War II. But he
did not say how many were executed or how many were still livSee POWs, page three.

Mail Call!

byJenl Bond
student government reporter

Before a decision will be made
regarding the establishment of a
bar-n-grill in the University
Union, research and outside input must be obtained, said Union
director David Crooks.
Undergraduate Student
Government passed a resolution
at its Nov. 2 General Assembly
meeting calling for the establishment of a bar-n-grill either in
the Union Computer Lab or the
Bowl-N-Greenery after dinner
hours.
Crooks said he needs to meet
with the Union advisory committee and the director of the Prevention Center to discuss the issue.
"I need to get input from various sources so I can see everyone's position, and then I'll form
an opinion," Crooks said. "My input would be from a business
perspective."
Some things that will be taken
Into consideration include the
Union's market and determining
if there is enough space in the
Union where establishing a bar
would be appropriate, Crooks
said.
"We want to remain consistent
with the University's goals," he
said. "The University has a
thrust to help educate students in
the responsible consumption [of
alcohol]."
Analyzing all aspects of the issue is necessary, said USG
President Jason Jackson.
See Bar, page three.

Coffee, books and art:
Bowling Green residents
will have a chance to look
through a "Prismatic
Window" Saturday at
Grounds for Thought, 174 S.
Main St.
Starting at noon, Carole
Kauber, a 1986 University
graduate, will exhibit her
art collection In the coffee
shop and bookstore.
Grounds for Thought coowner Kelly Wicks said Saturday's art show is part of a
series of events which take
place at the establishment
each week. Other events include poetry readings, music and theatre.

Volume 75, Issue 57'
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Putting mall ID Moscley Hall's off-campus mall boxes, senior
social studies education major Becky Armcs delivers the weekly
Kappa Phi newsletter Wednesday afternoon. The newsletter,

which goes out to current members and alumni, contains basic
news and activities Information about the organization.

Voinovich signs Clinton expected to make
order to protect education improvements
disabled veterans
by John Chalfant
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - An executive order signed Wednesday
by Gov. George Voinovich
bars state agencies from job
discrimination against disabled veterans.
The order strengthens a
1990 law which gave similar
protections to veterans working in federally-funded state
agencies and programs,
Voinovich said.
The governor said his order
requires the Department of
Administrative Services to
establish and enforce guidelines to protect veterans and
to handle complaints of discrimination.
There are 1.2 million veterans tn Ohio, Voinovich said

in a Veterans Day ceremony
where he signed the order.
"All of the things we are doing are very Important to let
the veterans know that we
care, we appreciate, thank
you for the good job that all of
you are doing," Voinovich
told an audience that filled
the City Hall rotunda.
"It's important that we remember veterans today but
more important that we remember veterans every day."
The ceremony closed with
the playing of taps. Voinovich
placed a wreath in front of a
white cross and Star of David
symbolizing the gravestones
of those killed in the service
of their country.

COLUMBUS - President-elect
Bill Clinton will likely continue
the partnership forged by President Bush and the nation's governors to help schools, U.S. Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander said Wednesday.
Alexander said Clinton was instrumental in developing with
Bush the six national goals for
improving education that subsequently were adopted in Ohio and
other states.
"I'm sure that Governor Clinton will put his own stamp on
whatever he does," Alexander
said.
"But I'd be the most surprised
person in this country if Bill Clinton didnt come in and seek to
expand and extend what President Bush has done in education
because they've worked on it
together," he said.
Alexander told 700 delegates at
the annual conference of the
Ohio School Boards Association

"But rd be the most
surprised person in this
country if Bill Clinton didn't
come in and seek to expand
and extend what President
Bush has done in education
because they've worked on
it together."
Lamar Alexander, U.S.
Secretary of Educatio n

that Clinton was a major activist
at the 1989 meeting between
Bush and governors at which the
goals were adopted.
The goals include increasing
the high school graduation rate to
at least 90 percent by the year
2000, and making U.S. students
first in the world in science and
mathematics achievement.
Alexander acknowledged
sharp disagreement between
Bush and Clinton over the Republicans' proposal to give low and

middle income families federal
grants with which they could
choose to send their children to
private or public schools.
"The president and I strongly
believe that the GI Bill for children is a good idea, the idea of
giving scholarships to middle
and low income families that
they can spend at any school," he
said in an interview.

"The teachers' unions and
Governor Clinton oppose that
part of school choice. But I think
there's consensus about the idea
of at least giving families more
choices of public schools, and
that would be an important step
forward," he said.
Alexander was appointed education secretary in January 1991
when he was president of the
University of Tennessee. He was
governor of Tennessee from 1979
to 1987.
Alexander said he would help
in the transition to Clinton's administration, and then practice
law in Tennessee and write a
book.
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Republican party plans
for re-election in 1996
After a summer-long power struggle between U.S. political parties
for the office of president, a new, much
more important war is being waged.
For the prices of the Republican
party, the person who wins this war will
have the biggest stake at a Republican
nomination in 1996.
The battle began last Wednesday, a
scant few hours after the Democratic
party seized control of the White
House, the Senate and the House of
Representatives. Fingers were being
pointed and everyone was taking cover.,
They all had reasons why the presidential reelection effort had failed and
whether the loss was really so bad for
the GOP.

torate that voted for either Bush or independent Ross Perot. For Dole, who
has frequently fought for balanced
budgets against the party's more taxcutting habits, the idea of pursuing
Perot's constituency seems natural due
to his concerns for the deficit.
Dole is on the warpath for the Republican leadership. Perhaps his closest
pursuer is Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development Jack Kemp. While
he's been quiet so far, there is no doubt
about his desire to stake a claim in the
1996 presidency. Kemp would like to
bring together the party's conservative wing along with the moderates who
want to build a new majority coalition.
As far as Vice President Quayle's
chances in '96 are concerned - well,
that one's pretty obvious. It will be
difficult, if not impossible for the current vice president to win a nomination.
At this point Quayle has a far better
chance at selling Haagen-Daas than political confidence. The premature end
of Bush's political career, along with
the veep's numerous speaking blunders
over the past four years, have probably
marked the end of Quayle's chances for
a presidential bid. However, if Bush
had won, a Quayle nomination seemed
eminent - Now he's a goner.

Labeling law would have
brought power to people

What do George Bush and Issue S on the Ohio ballot have in
John Bernard
common? They both suffered a
resounding defeat on Nov. 3.
While the vote of no confidence
It's true Bush's share of the presiin the Republican philosophy redential vote was the party's lowest in 28
quires no explanation, I was
years, but the Republicans did manage
shocked that the chemical labelto gain at least seven seats in the House
ing initiative suffered the same
and only lost one seat in the Senate. Unfate.
fortunately, the Republican vote was
Issue S promised to be one of
reduced to its bare core - upper class
the most progressive pieces of
socials and religious conservatives.
legislation passed in Ohio. The
There was a shattered void left where
motive behind the initiative was
a party that saw itself as the nation's
to inform the public whenever ticides such as DDT, a cancer
natural holder of the executive branch
chemicals which are known or causing pesticide banned for use
suspected to cause cancer or in the U.S.
had once stood proud. The battle began
In simplest terms, the goal of
birth defects are present in sigfor those pieces and some of the more
nificant amounts in consumer Issue 5 was to reduce the number
prominent Republicans left unscathed
of cancer related deaths in Ohio.
products and the environment.
by the deficit were there to begin their
The initiative was deemed Not exactly what one would term
It's Dole who's made the biggest
work for '96.
necessary because of the exces- a radical proposal. Yet wellmove, not giving up any ground to the
sive number of cancer-related heeled corporate interests felt so
Perhaps the most eminent was Senate new Democratic heavy government
deaths among Ohioans. Accord- threatened by this measure that
Republican leader Robert J. Dole prepared to blitz Washington. Dole, who
ing to the American Cancer Soci- in order to ensure its defeat, they
(Kan.). In one breath, Dole blasted ran for the Republican presidential
ety, Ohio has more deaths attri- spent $26 to every $1 spent by
president-elect Bill Clinton and the nomination in 1988, is taking control of
butable to cancer per year than the proponents of the initiative.
Democratic party's new stature. Dole his own destiny and that of the fallen
43 other states. Certainly a du- Imagine what the outcome of the
bious distinction for the state presidential election would have
said Clinton's 43 percent didn't qualify Republican party.
which proudly refers to itself as been had Ross Perot outspent Bill
him for the job of the president. In fact,
For the sake of the Republican party,
Clinton 26 to 1.
"the heart of it all."
Dole pursued the 57 percent of the elec- he better move fast.
Though cancer appears to have
a genetic component, in addition
there are three external factors
which are widely recognized as in simplest terms, the goal
playing an important role in of Issue 5 was to reduce the
promoting cancer: consumer
number of cancer related
products, air quality and food.
the
University
is
not
hiring
Billy
Blackburn, has volunteered the
The BG News:
According to a 1987 study con- deaths in Ohio. Not exactly
I have just seen a copy of use of his quarter horse, Billy Diamond, nor is it paying for the ducted by the U.S. EPA, carcino"Newsletter 19" from the BGSU Diamond, an animal which he had animal's lodging or food.
gens in consumer products what one would term a
Instead, the University is ranked fourth in a list of 31 radical proposal.
Faculty Association. I would like trained in crowd control at his
to correct one of the assertions own expense, to assist Public benefitting in that it gains the causes of cancer. All too often,
made in this newsletter, i.e., that Safety with crowd control at ap- equivalent of several individuals the very products to which we
in terms of effective crowd sur- have become accustomed to
the University has hired a horse propriate University functions.
As I see it, this is another ex- veillance and control. As a result, exact a toll on our health. The
to work football games and parample of the individual initiative we create a safer environment problem of course, is that conades.
Why did big business fight so
As the earlier newspaper ac- and unselfish volunteering which for students, staff, faculty and sumers are largely unaware of hard to defeat Issue 5? The same
counts made clear, the Universi- is so characteristic of members public visitors to our campus.
the health hazards posed by some reason many voters found themty hasnot hired a horse for use by of our staff.
selves drawn to the Perot candiof these products.
Robert L. Martin
our Department of Public Safety.
Let me assure readers of the
Airborne toxic pollution is an- dacy - empowerment.
Vice President of Operations
One of our employees, Robert BGSU-FA's "Newsletter 19" that
Issue 5 was about people
other major source of exposure
to cancer-causing chemicals. The having power. Just as Ross PerU.S. EPA has found that Ohio ex- ot's campaign focused on making
ceeds 47 other states in toxic air government more accountable to
pollution. Another dubious dis- the electorate. Issue 5 would
have made big business more retinction.
Just a little extra effort, right? and you have to go talk to someThe BG News:
A third way that Ohioans are sponsive to the preferences of
ATTENTION BGSU STU- But wait, how are you going to body about this. You go to one of
exposed to carcinogens is health conscious consumers in
DENTS: I'm asking you to do get over that curb? Go the extra the campus offices and things through fresh produce which Ohio.
something that will require just a SO yards out of your way to get to are looking up. They have stairs,
Bear in mind that's the way the
contains illegal pesticides. Curlittle bit of your time. Now wait a the curb cut. Now you're back on but they also have a ramp. This is rently, 25 percent of the fruits free market system is supposed
minute, before you begin telling track and ready to roll on to great. You wheel up the ramp,
and vegetables consumed by to work. Businesses provide a
me how stressed you are, how class. You've got some time to get to the door, and wait! This
Americans are imported. Ac- product or render a service many assignments you have due spare so you decide to pop into door has to weigh 75 pounds.
s consumers respond by making
Had enough? Ready to stop cording to random tests by the
in the next 24 hours and how your pal's residence hall for a
Food and Drug Administration, purchasing decisions - busilittle sleep you've had, hear me quick chat. Wait a minute, every imagining? What if you couldn't?
entrance to the place has a set of This is only one disability. Go much of this imported produce nesses in turn, modify their
out.
contains residual amounts of pes- products or services and make
All I'm asking you to do is look stairs. Oh well, you didn't want to back and imagine the whole thing
see
your
friend
that
badly
anyagain
if
you
were
blind
or
deaf.
and imagine. Sounds easy, right?
Sounds like a pretty frustratAs you walk around campus to- way.
ing thing to imagine, but there
day, go to the dining halls, leave
You have to move now, though. are BGSU students who don't
or enter your residence hall, visit
pu4itje%AiAN IN VARIOUS STAGK OF vecAS
a campus office, try to make it to Class is in 10 minutes and you have to Imagine this. Next time
your next class on the other side have to negotiate all the cracks in you walk around campus, think
of campus in 10 minutes or imag- the sidewalks, take time to find about it. If you feel like a real
ine what it would be like if you the curb cuts, and you can't cut challenge and want to go beyond
across the grass like everybody imagining, attend the
were on wheels.
Hey, sounds great, right? Strap else. Oh, did I mention you have a P.E.O.P.L.E. Committee's Fear
on your roller blades, grab your stack of books on your lap? You No People week, "Challenge
bike or take your car and luck make it to class finally, but don't Yourself" demonstration in the
into a parking space? Not quite pay much attention because Union foyer and Oval today.
you're pretty mad about this sitwhat I had in mind.
Chris Taylor
Imagine yourself in a wheel- uation.
P.E.O.P.L.E. Committee
After class, you've had enough.
chair. OK, so that's not so hard.

Police horse not getting a free ride

Disabilities add challenges to daily life

Dave-

••..'--

A~

price adjustments based upon
consumer demand and ability to
supply. In theory it's a beautiful
way of allocating resources so
that the virtually unlimited needs
of millions of consumers are satisfied.
But theory is often at odds with
reality. Corporate greed has now
become such a predominant
force in the U.S. economy that
big business would just as soon
do away with the "consumer response" part of the equation.
What corporate managers seek is
for consumers to simply purchase whatever is produced without asking embarrassing
questions about a product's quality, safety or impact on the environment.
Why do corporate managers
behave this way? Because knowledge is power. When consumers
have the information necessary
to make informed decisions, they
possess not only knowledge, but
also a measure of power. The
power, for example, to determine
what type of products are produced and the standards to which
those products must conform.
But to the corporate mindset,
more power for consumers translates into less power for producers. This of course, means
that producers have less control
over meeting corporate profit
objectives.
In the end the corporate opponents of Issue 5 resorted to scare
tactics - much as George Bush
did when he tried to frighten
people by envisioning America
threatened by an unnamed
enemy with Bill Clinton at the
helm. Producers shouted, "Jobs
will be lost! Taxes will increase!
Small business will be crushed!"
None of which was true, but,
like their friends in the Oval Office who were prepared to do
anything to win, no tactic was
beyond consideration - not even
perverting the truth.
Issue 5 had the potential to improve the health and environment ~ the very quality of life of all Ohioans. Big business
may have won this time, but the
move to empower consumers like the move to empower the
electorate - is alive and well and
waiting for another chance to
raise its head. Next time it will
win.
John Bernard is a columnist for
The News.

David Miller
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Bar
Continued from page one.

"When you talk about alcohol use it isn't a game," Jackson said.
"There are a lot of things to look at."
The opening of a barn-grill in the Union wouldn't necessarily promote responsible drinking. Crooks said.
"Students can still be irresponsible when drinking whether they
have to drive to a bar or not," Crooks said. "I think it is dangerous to
say you are more responsible if you are walking."
The Union computer lab is not a viable place for the bar-n-grill to
be located, according to Crooks. As of now the lab will remain where
it is despite the opening of Hayes Hall, he said.
"I haven't given much thought to the Bowl-N-Greenery [but] of the
two locations it has more possibility," Crooks said. "It will require a
lot of thought and Input."
Students want to get off campus on weekends because they have
been on campus all week, according to Crooks.

"People are making too much of an issue about the alcohol.
I'm happy they are giving this thought, and we will give it all
the attention it deserves in its consideration. Student
involvement is an essential role in the quality ol student
life."
David Crooks, Union director
"My concern is that we'd be trying to get students to stay on campus when they really want to get off," he said. "I kind of think we'd be
going after a group of customers who already have one foot out the
door."
Students are looking for a nightclub atmosphere on campus, Jackson said.
"It could attract people to stay on campus more," he said. "We want
to do something different and that is what people are looking for."
Jackson said he believes the Union is an ideal location for a bar-ngrill.
"It is in the center of campus, and people won't have to walk all
over," he said. "People are making too much of an issue about the alcohol."
The bar-n-grill would serve alcohol, but also non-alcoholic beverages. It does not call for alcohol use, but a nightclub atmosphere,
Jackson said.
The Union currently is not student-oriented and establishing a
bar-n-grill in the Union is a step in the right direction, he said.
"The Union caters to outside groups more than students and that
needs to change," Jackson said.
Crooks said he is glad to see student involvement in issues concerning the quality of life on campus.
"I'm happy they are giving this thought, and we will give it all the
attention it deserves in its consideration," Crooks said. "Student involvement is an essential role in the quality of student life."

Holiday parade
in need of funds
by Melanle Krajewskl
contributing reporter

page three
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Alumni share 'real world' stories
Successful graduates return to encourage, enlighten students
OyTodd Klelsmit
contributing reporter

The College of Education and
Allied Professions has invited
three former students to speak as
a part of its Alumni-Faculty
Week.
The purpose of Alumni-Faculty
Week is to enhance regular
classroom instruction by bringing successful alumni back to
Bowling Green to share some
"real world" experiences with
students, according to organSusan Calvert Finn, a 1966
graduate, will speak today at 4
p.m. in the Applied Human Ecology Building Galleria Finn, who
was recently named president of
the American Dietetics Association, will discuss opportunities

and challenges in the field of dietetics.
Eva Cox, a 1991 graduate, will
also speak today in 222 Education
Building at 6 p.m. and in room
201 at 7:30 p.m. Cox, a junior high
school reading instructor, will
discuss current issues in middle
school reading and language arts.

"I think this program shows
the students that there are successful, professional teachers
out there that they can look to as
models," said Kathleen Munger,
instructor from the School of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation.

and concerns the students may
one day face as teachers.
"It's important to raise the
consciousness of people that
there's a grot;p of kids out there
who are in need, and that they
know these kids need people willing to teach them," French said.
"We're in a state now that has a
ninth grade competency test," he
added. "Children who are in the
seventh and eighth grade who
are not reading well or are reading below the level are at most
risk to fail that. We do need
teachers to go into those areas
and, in a very pragmatic sense,
that's where many of the jobs
are."

Rebecca Spencer, a 1980 graduate, spoke to students Wednesday about effective leadership
through motivation, excitement
and fun.

Michael French, associate
professor and director of the
Reading Center said the alumni
help give the students hope that
there are jobs available and to
also talk about some problems

The Alumni-Faculty Week will
conclude Saturday with a breakfast reception from 9 a.m. to 11
am. on the second floor of the
Education Building for students
and their parents.

"We're in a state now that has a ninth grade competency
test Children who are in the seventh and eighth grade who
are not reading well or are reading below the level are at
most risk to fail that We do need teachers to go into those
areas."
Michael French, associate professor

Getting All Fired Up

The BC Nc w^Todd Kit I. mi!

Participating in a ROTC familiarization firing training event,
freshman business major Brian Wofford prepares to fire an M-16
at the Wood County Fairgrounds Wednesday morning. More than

form. The theme of the parade is
"A Celebration of Holiday Traditions."
Monetary contributions will be
used to cover the expenses for
promoting the parade all over
ments," he told reporters.
Northwest Ohio and for promot- Continued from page one.
ing transportation honoraria or ing in the former Soviet Union.
The committee is finishing its
stipends for high school bands.
Committee aides did not im- work and plans to issue a report
"No amount of work or money mediately make available any of in mid-December before it goes
is too small to contribute," Gor- the Information Volkogonov
don said. "We have received turned over to the panel.
STUDENT I.D.
$2,000 in donations already, but
Kerry also said it was too early
Price $3.00 after 6 pm
have a long way to go to reach the to say definitively whether any
Starts Showing
$8,000 needed to put on the par- Americans captured in Korea or
November 6
Vietnam were later taken to the
ade."
The Holiday Parade is spon- former Soviet Union.
sored by the Bowling Green
"I think you have to go through
Chamber of Commerce. Gordon this process considerably further
said she expects it to be a success. before you start making judg-

The Bowling Green Holiday
Parade may not be successful
this year without the help of
more money and volunteers.
Joan Gordon, the parade coordinator, said businesses, organizations and individuals are still
needed to contribute to the event,
scheduled for Nov. 21 on Main
Street.
Many retailers, day care
centers and high school bands
have already signed up to be in
the parade, but more parade participants are needed to reach the
parade committee goal of 100
units.
The University is already a
Back by Popular Demand ■mmncggngggn
large contributor to the event.
Many fraternities, sororities, H* Towers Buffet Specials *
spirit groups and service clubs
m
" A Cultural Cruise "
have agreed to march in the parTuesdays - Homecooking o>
CO
ade, said a Chamber of Com&
SE
merce representative.
Thursdays
Pasta
Bar
Businesses and organizations &
are encouraged to have floats, k$4.99
decorated vehicles or marching JS
3
Nov. 3-Dec. 10
units.
Q.
"The success of the parade de- O
"<-*.*
*****
pends greatly on the volunteers Q>•
and organizations who get crea- -Q
McDonald Dining Center
tive and think of unique displays,
o
Monday-Friday
November 14th 7:00-9:30 p.m.
dances, music, etc.," Gordon
•430-630 pm
Eppler Center
said.
m
WMrTTKKfllT MU17*7249 «■
Gordon added she is accepting
Cosh. Focutty/ Slotl charges
tTwiYiinioioFrwHAuoiwur
Quantum 90/96+ accounts accepted
applications from individuals
who have an act or skit to perBack by Popular Demand ■MBaBMBHUMBHI

100 students participated in the event which is held twice a semester.

POWs

The Towers Inn

out of existence at the end of the
year. Some committee members
planned to visit Southeast Asia
this month.

7's Campus Films
presents

Judy Garland
in

vincente Minnelli's

The Clock
Tonight at 9:00 p.m.

PRICES FOR STAY—NOT PER NIGHT!

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
DAYTONAKACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
5 AtD ' MCHTS

STEAMBOAT
: 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

Free! in Gish Film Theater

This Weekend
The Prince of Tides

CINEMARK'S
Woodland Mall Cinema #5
1234 N. Main Street
354-0558

MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORTARANSAS
5 AND 7 MCHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
S AND 7 NICHTS

7:30 p.m. & 10:30 p.m.

FORT LAUDERDALE

Mommie Dearest
12:30 a.m.

12th Annual
Party!

$1.50 admission 210 MSC

5 A\D 1 MCHTS

TOIL FREE INFORMATION 8 RESERVATIONS

1 800-321-5911

COME CELEBRATE THE CHAMPIONSHIP!
COME HELP THE FALCONS MAKE IT 10 WINS IN A HOW AT HOME AND
TIE THE RECORD FOR CONSECUTIVE MAC VICTORIES SATURDAY!
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BROCHURES
READY
Over 400 apartments, houses and
duplexes to choose from
Professionally managed
Full time maintenance
No parental guarantee
Some locations allow pets
No application fee
9 and 12 month leases available

NEWIPVE
Rentals

328 S. Main
Our Only
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game tickets, will be given away at Saturday's game. Just purchase a game
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Court Update
T\ Matthew Paxson, 19, Bradner,
was found guilty last Friday in
Bowling Green Municipal Court
of assault, resisting arrest and
criminal damages in connection
with a fight outside of College
Station, 1616 E. Wooster St., Oct.
4.
Paxson had pled not guilty to
all three charges at a hearing in
October.
Judge James Bachman sentenced Paxson to one month in
the Wood County Justice Center,
two years probation and imposed
fines of $300 for the assault conviction and $50 each for resisting
arrest and criminal damages.
On Oct. 4 Bowling Green police
responded to a call that a woman
had been knocked unconscious in
the parking lot outside College
Station.
According to police reports,
Paxson was being "'restrained by
several subjects" and the woman

desires a three-judge panel or a
jury to decide his case, which
goes to trial Jan. 22.
Umbel is accused of the kidnapping, rape and strangulation
murder of a 3-year-old Bowling
Green boy.
The toddler disappeared in
March while playing outside his
parents' Thurstin Avenue home.
After a two-day search by local
police, neighbors and the FBI,
the child's body was found in a
garbage bin outside Umbel's
apartment. Umbel was taken into
custody shortly after and indicted by a Wood County Grand
Jury for aggravated murder,
kidnapping, rape and felonious
sexual penetration.
The Wood County Prosecuting
Attorney's Office is expected to
seek the death penalty when the
trial begins January in Wood
County Common Pleas Court.
O Attorneys are awaiting

was lying unconscious outside
the bar when officers arrived on
the scene.
Witnesses told police Paxson
had been involved in a fight outside the bar. The woman was attempting to get past the fight
when she was pushed and then
picked up and slammed against
the ground by Paxson, the police
report states.
Police said after officers had
placed Paxson under arrest and
in the back of a patrol car he destroyed the plexiglass partition
that separates the front and back
seats. When officers opened the
door of the patrol car to stop
Paxson, he pushed past them and
had to be chased down and handcuffed, the report said.
3 Judge William DeCessna set
a Nov. 30 meeting in the case of
accused murderer and rapist
John Umbel. The defendant will
inform the court as to whether he

Stores haul out
Christmas holly

Judge Robert Wilson's opinion on
a motion filed by the defense to
suppress evidence in the case of
a local car dealer accused of 18
counts of odometer tampering.
"[The motion] is under advisement at this time," Gwen
Howe-Gebers, of the Wood
County Prosecutor's Office, said.
Al Smith Chrysler-PlymouthDodge could face fines totaling
$180,000 if convicted on all 18
counts. A trial has been set for
Feb. 16.
According to court records, the
dealership allegedly rolled back
the odometers of 18 of their cars
and trucks. Odometers keep
track of a vehicle's total mileage.
Since its value is related to its
use, automobile dealers and
sometimes private citizens reset
the instruments in an effort to
get more money for the car or
truck than what it is actually
worth.

by Jason Pesllkls
city reporter

With local stores already decorated and fully stocked for holiday shoppers, some University students may think retailers
start the holiday season a little too early.
But Elder Beerman assistant store manager Patty McNamara
said Christmas displays aren't put up until customers start their
holiday shopping.
"The Christmas Shop was open in September and all our decorations were up by Nov. 1," McNamara said. "We just go with
what business dictates - people do come in as early as September to look at Christmas trees and decorations."
• In fact, most stores in the Bowling Green area have been decorated for the holiday season since early November. Uhlman's
Department Store will be decorating this week, but Uhlman's
assistant manager Janet Jividen said she has already seen
plenty of holiday shoppers come in.
The resounding piece of advice from all retailers is shop as
early as possible - procrastinators bewarel
Shopping early in the holiday season will assure the best
selection and may help avoid some of the crowds, inevitable at
this time of year.
J.C. Penney store manager Randy Provost said he would get a
jump on things.
"I wouldn't wait until the last minute. I would [at least] do a
little bit at a time," he said. "Crowds seem to be getting a lot
worse at the last minute."
Local merchants said the day after Thanksgiving Is a big
shopping day, as it is nationally, but they do not always have the
highest sales volume on that day.
"[The day after Thanksgiving] is our number two or number
three day that we have," said McNamara. "Our one-day sale that
we have in December is usually our number one day."
Provost said the traditional day-after-Thanksgiving crowds do
not necessarily show up at J.C. Penney.
"People either want to avoid the crowds, or they are going to
larger markets to shop," Provost said. "Typically, the first week
in December is very busy for us."
Jividen said the day after Thanksgiving is one of their busiest
days, along with Nov. 21, when Bowling Green has its holiday
parade.
One of the many Christmas items shoppers should look for
early is... toys.
Dugg Lamielle, a theatre graduate student and a Toys R Us
cashier said parents and grandparents are already out shopping
for children.
Lamielle said some popular items are carryovers from past
years but some new trends for favorite toys are emerging.
"Trolls are really big this year," Lamielle said. "Believe it or
not, Nerf stuff is big - the slingshot and the bow and arrow."
Lamielle added that video games, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and any Beauty and the Beast items are all popular. Aladdin
items (from the new Disney movie) will probably be popular
said Lamielle.
Lamielle tends to do most of his shopping early, beginning in
the fall.
"When I see something I get it," Lamielle said. "I have been
spending more money than I used to because I have more people
to buy for."
Matt Duncan, a junior creative writing major, said he usually
waits until a week or two before Christmas to do his shopping.
"Once some of my Christmas money has come in [early] I can
afford to do my shopping," he said.

Race on for Outstanding Citizen
Chamber of Commerce to honor valuable resident in community
by Mellnda C. Monhart
City life reporter

The time has come to honor an
outstanding citizen of Bowling
Green with the 1993 Outstanding
Citizen's Award.
Nominations are now being accepted by the Chamber of Commerce, which started the award
in 19S9 to laud resident dogooders.
"It started in 1959 by the
Chamber of Commerce to honor
people who have worked in the
community," said Joan Gordon,
executive director of the Chamber of Commerce.
The prospective nominee must
have been a resident of Bowling
Green for the past five years.
This specifically means that the
nominee be a resident of the
43402 zip code area, have a phone
exchange number of
352/353/354 or live within the
Bowling Green School District.

Tm a very active person for downtown Bowling Green,
fixing up buildings. If s really something. For a community
this size, to be picked is quite an honor."
Albert Newlove, 1987 av.ard recipient
Other requirements include
having an active leadership role
in helping to better the community for a span of five years or
more in one or more social, religious, political and service organizations.
The nominee should also have
the respect of their fellow peers,
be considered by others as an upstanding citizen deserving of this
award, have a constant interest
in upholding community improvement, and have respectable
character and judgment.
Gordon received one of the
Outstanding Citizen Awards in
1975. She said she was thrilled to

be nominated and chosen as a recipient.
"I was active in a lot of community groups as a volunteer,"
she said. "I was very thrilled. I
think it's one of the highest
awards you can get in the community."
This year, nominating forms
are available as a replacement
for letters submitted on behalf of
the nominee. Letters should state
why he or she is being nominated
and include biographical information about the nominee. Forms
must be signed by the person
making the nomination.
Applications and a copy of the
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guidelines can be picked up at
the Chamber of Commerce.
Albeit Newlove, 1987 award
recipient, a broker at Newlove
Realty, said the award instills
pride in the person who receives
it.
"It's a surprise too," he said.
"I'm a very active person for
downtown Bowling Green, fixing
up buildings. It's really something. For a community this size,
to be picked is quite an honor."
Newlove was the chairman of
the Bowling Green Service
Commission, on the Wood County
Board of Elections for 25 years, a
Township Trustee and active in
his church.
"You have to do a lot of things
for your community," Newlove
said. "I served on a committee to
pick the person the next year."
Those organizations or individuals who want to make a
nomination have until 5 p.m. Friday, Jan. 8 to hand in the nomination forms. The awards will then
be presented at the Chamber's
annual dinner-dance to an outstanding man and an outstanding
woman on Saturday, Feb. 6. The
winners will be chosen by a
committee selected by the
Chamber of Commerce.
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The vital element...

can t kill University student debuts magazine
good stuff
Scott DeKatch

MORE CAMPUS MAIL
I got this letter in my oncampus box from someone who
seemed, shall we say, disappointed in me.
He, she or it (the gutless coward did not sign a name) sent a
copy of an old column with devil
ears drawn on the picture of
yours truly that appears with
every literary gem I write for
this fine publication. Aside from
some nasty notes, the letter was
pretty much unintelligible.
A lesson to the wise: sign your
name when you write a letter. I
got the nicest letter last semester
(the only nice one) and I'm stll
trying to track down the writer.
To the gutless pile of Rhinoceros droppings who found my
on-campus mailbox: Next time,
sign your name. What, does the
fact that I'm from Youngstown
make you tremble at the thought
that I just might have my mafia
buddies put a hit on you?
BUSINESS OF THE DAY
Literature.
You know, that stuff you agonized over from grades seven
through 12 that was usually
taught by some slight, bespectacled single woman or some crazy-haired, middle-aged ex-hippie
who resmbled Art Garfunkel?
That stuff you bought Cliffs
Notes for. That stuff you
watched the screen version of
(then they told you the movie
only covered a third of the book).
That stuff you never hear
about anymore.
It is not a good time for literature. Period.
First off, nobody reads (well,
next to nobody, but that's close
enough for me) anymore. Harlequin romances and Choose Your
Own Adventure books do not
count. Newspapers and Penthouse Forum do not count. Watching a six part adaptation of D.H.
Lawrence's The Rainbow on A&E
does not count. Reading D.H.
Lawrence's The Rainbow in some
boring Lit class doesn't count,
either. Reading Stephen King is
debatable. We watch television.
We go to the movies. Who needs
books?
Secondly, it seems there is
nothing worth reading. Can
anyone in the right frame of
mind picture their children or
grandchildren reading Jackie
Collins and Danielle Steele in
their high school English classes
like we all had to read Emily
Bronte and Louisa May Alcott?
Well, there is stuff out there
worth reading. However, like so
many past classics in their time,
it goes largely unnoticed.
No, not because all the good
stuff gets burned by the Hamilton County sheriff's department.
Probably because you have to
have a publisher that buys a lot
of ads inThe New York Times
Book Review.
Sad, but true. The only place to
find a good number of up-andcoming writers is in the million
or so literary magazines that will
publish them. And, while one or
two lucky people a year unshackle themselves from the
bonds of the little magazine
world, tons of great writers go
unnoticed. Only time will tell
what will become of their work.
The question is, what is good?
What will last more than a fortnight?
The Vinyl Elephant is good, if
one issue and an editor's previous success is enough to judge
a magazine's credibility.
If you're still reading this,
You're obviously interested.
Read the story on Matt Duncan
and his new magazine, "The
Vinyl Elephant." Now.

by Eileen McNamara
staff writer
University junior Matt Duncan
is no newcomer to Bowling
Green's literary scene. However,
the former contributing editor of
"Three-Lobed Burning Eye," and
contributor to many local publications, is making a new start.

"I want things that will
challenge [the reader] to
look at them and challenge
[the reader] again when
they read it"
Matt Duncan
The 21 year-old creative writing major is branching out into
new territory with his own literary magazine, "The Vinyl Elephant," which debuted in late October. Duncan said he started up
his publication because he and
"Three-Lobed Burning Eye" editor Andrew Fuller wanted to take
that publication into different
directions.
"After the last one, I left," he
said. "I wanted to do different
things and I didn't want Andrew
to have to compromise what he
was doing either.
"['The Vinyl Elephant'] is more
fringe and experimental [than
most of the other local literary
magazines]," he said. "I want
things that will challenge [the

reader] to look at them and challenge [the reader] again when
they read it."
Duncan added his magazine
also offers a good mix of Bowling
Green writers and people from
across the United States and
even Canada. He believes "The
Vinyl Elephant," which has so far
sold 30 copies, has appealed to
people in the community because
it does offer variety.
"I think people were willing to
take a chance on something that
cost $2 and looked a little weird,"
he said. "I think sales have been
pretty good, [considering] I haven't advertised at all."
Duncan said he also wants to
publish the magazine every few
months - one in December, February and April, instead of one a
semester like most local publications. He is still in the process
of making more copies of the
first issue because it has sold out
at some locations.
"The Vinyl Elephant" is available at Madhatter Music Co., 143
E. Wooster St., Imagine: The
Unique Boutique, E. Court St.,
and Grounds for Thought, 174 S.
Main St. Duncan also sells copies
(and accepts submissions) from
his residence hall room, 119
Prout Hall.
"They sold like hotcakes," Kelly Wicks, co-owner of Grounds
for Thought, said about the
magazine. "Matt brought in
about 10 copies when they came
out and in less than a week they
were gone ... I've had about halfa-dozen people come in and ask
for it after it sold out."

The BG Newt/Tim Norman

Leaving the publication of "Three-Lobed Burning Eye" for his own literary magazine, junior Matt
Duncan speaks about the debut of his new publication called "The Vinyl Elephant."
Wicks added he believed Duncan and his former collaborator
Fuller have earned good reputations and respect among the local
public.
"People really look forward to
their next projects," he said.
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"The Vinyl Elephant" is Matt Duncan's attempt at exploring uncharted territory for literary publications. The publication, which debuted in October, Is available on several local store shelves for two
dollars.

Although tilings seem to be
running smoothly, it was not easy
for a full-time college student to
spend the time or money to start
a new publication. Duncan managed to keep costs relatively low
by producing the magazine on his
own Macintosh and printing the
copies at Kinko's. He also somehow managed to put together the
publication in spite of a very
busy schedule - he helps organize
Undergrowth, a creative writing
group on campus, and is the lead
singer for the local band Charlotte's Webb.
Although he is beginning his
own literary endeavor, Duncan
still helps with other publications
and works with old friends. In
fact, the title "The Vinyl Elephant" is a sort of tribute to Fuller and other friends Duncan has
worked with over the years.
"We were doing stories with
holes, where you tell part of a
story, but leave gaps for people

to fill in," he explained. "The
only way to get more details is to
ask yes or no questions.
"Andrew kept asking questions
and I said 'you're missing the vital element.' And he said 'you
didn't say anything about the
vinyl elephant.' It was kind of a
misunderstanding and a joke ...
and the name has been around
ever since. We always wanted to
do something with it and this is
my chance."
And taking chances is what
Duncan wants to do with "The
Vinyl Elephant." He plans to implement more graphic expression and cutting-edge material in
future issues and keep readers'
interest piqued. He said he also
encourages people to submit
artwork and compositions to him
anytime.
"You've got to keep offering
readers something new," he said.
"I don't want this to just stay the
same old thing."
Duncan said if the magazine is
still being published after a few
years, he would still edit it after
he graduated instead of passing
it on to another person, even if he
were to return to his hometown
Dayton.

Truth is golden, but lying is a virtue
Connell Barrett

Telling the truth is a wondrous
virtue. It's like my mother once
said: "There are two things that
cannot lie - the smile of a baby
and the wag of a dog's tail." Then
again, my mother once said, "I'm
fairly certain that our silverware
is trying to steal my face. The
cheese told me."
But her point is well made. Historically, prevaricators are scorned while those who wax honest
earn mythical status. George
Washington, for example, became downright infamous for his
streaks of veracity. I recall, as
only a child, learning of our
Founding Father's insistence in
pleading guilty - and truthfully when confronted with the fallen
cherry tree:

"It's a sweeping, glorious pleasure which can make the
day-to-day grind a little more bearable. Marijuana is
another."

"Did you cut down that cherry
tree?" Martha inquired.
"I cannot tell a lie. You're one
fat lady."
"George! How could you?"
"And that face of yours isn't
exactly winning any trophies,
either."
"Stop it, George! Stop it!"
"And you smell."
Then, as we all know, Martha
knocked his teeth out, showing us
where blatant honesty gets us.
This leads us to a thought,
which may very well be a main
point for this column, but maybe
not. Don't let anyone tell you
lying is a bad thing. When done
properly, it's a sweeping, glorious pleasure which can make
the day-to-day grind a little more
bearable. Marijuana is another.
Heh-heh! That was one of those
lie things, but let us truly begin
by examining the actual definition of said habite de equivocatione (or something) via the ex-

amination of an excerpt from
Webster's Brand New World
Unabridged Completely Teeming
With Keen Words For Real This
Time No Joke Dictionary:
lie: vi (lied, lying) I) to utter
falsehood with intention to deceive 2) to knowingly utter untruth 3) like when your girlfriend
makes you eat her repugnant,
almost-boneless meatloaf 4) but
you have to say "Yum! Good,
dear." S) when it really tastes
like a Banner mattress."
Now that we've defined it, it's
time you stop pretending you,
yourself, don't lie dozens, nay hundreds of times a day. When
you small-talk, you're lying
through your pearly whites. Actually, this may be the single
most popular kind of mendacity,
you've probably done it within
the the last five minutes, and
you'll certainly go truthless
within the next five. It's very
simple to discern.

Try this: Read the next two examples and see if you can choose
the one that contains a lie.
• Guy: How are you?
You: Fine.
(or)
■ Guy: How are you?
You: Well, I just lost my job,
my friends can't stand me, I have
no feeling in my left nostril, my
dog's got phlebitis, I'm the result
of intense inbreeding, 14 obstreperous gerbils have nestled
inside my pants, I'm experiencing involuntary nasal ablutions, a
band of frothing mujahidin have
surrounded my house, and, quite
frankly, I'd rather be eating a big
slug sandwich than talking to
you. Otherwise, I'm fine.
See? With a mono-syllabic,
duplicitous response, you've just
spared the poor oaf who inquired
about your well-being the sting of
this invective. And odds are he
was lying when he asked you how
you were doing in the first place;
he was probably just being polite,
as no one could really care how
you were doing.
*
Another innocuous (yet involuntary) brand of disingenuousness is known as senseless fabrication. This is when one lies not
to decieve, cause harm, nor to

save it, but merely to lie for the
fun.
Setting: Bob and Matt are sitting on a bench. Bob is eating a
big, yummy hamburger. Matt is
not eating a big, yummy hamburger; he has never eaten a big,
yummy hamburger of any kind,
as he is a vegetarian and takes
pride in that fact. Matt has no
reason to lie and can gain no
tangible advantage in doing so.
Let's listen in ...
Bob: Have you ever eaten a big,
yummy hamburger?
Matt: Uhh... yes!
Bob: Get your hand off my
knee.
See? There's no explaining this
lie but to say it's adventurous.
Matt can gain nothing yet lies
away. It's human nature-a good
thing indeed.
A world inhabited only by
truth-tellers would be a frightening place, for sure. Think of it
like this: If every single one of us
were George Washington, then,
without QUESTION, we would all
be dead. Or at least clawing and
scratching away at the top of our
coffin.
I think you know what I mean.
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California granny
gives birth to twins

Officials clean out porn shop
Federal marshals refuse to sell seized property from closed-down store
The Associated Press

several years and materials inside - including videotapes,
magazines and sexual aids - are
covered with dirt and dust. Many
of the items litter the floor, the
work of vandals who broke into
the store in the months following
its closing.
Robert Cose, deputy U.S. marshal in charge of the seized assets unit, said crews have filled
two 28-cubic-yard trash bins with
videotapes.
The tapes are being taken to a
landfill where they will be crushed and buried.
Other products will be shred-

by Lynn Elber
The Associated Press

ANAHEIM, Calif. - A SJ-year-old grandmother who turned
back her biological clock by way of artificial hormones and testtube fertilization has given birth to twin girls.
TTie babies, born 12 weeks premature Tuesday to Mary Shearing, were listed in guarded condition at Martin Luther Hospital
Both were under three pounds.
Shearing, who has three children and two grandchildren from
a previous marriage, was going through menopause when she
was Implanted May 15 with embryos created from sperm from
her 32-year-old husband, Don, and donated eggs.
Hospital spokesman Dennis Gaschen said the oldest postmenopausal woman in the United States to have delivered a testtube baby previously was 52.
The Guinness Book of Records lists the oldest mother as a
woman nearly 57 years old who gave birth in California in 1956.
Shearing's attempt to thwart her biological clock stirred debate over the ethics of test-tube pregnancies among older women.
The couple went public with details of the pregnancy partly
because of negative comments they heard. Shearing and her
husband of seven years said they wanted to encourage older
women who might be considering pregnancy.
"The age consideration, while it's important, is not something
you run your life by," Shearing said last month. She had miscarried a non-test tube pregnancy four years ago.
The twins were due Feb. 5. But doctors expected an early delivery because of the mother's age and the complications associated with multiple births. Babies delivered after 24 weeks are
considered to have some chance of survival.
The first baby to be born, Amy Leigh, was delivered vaginally.
She weighed two pounds, two ounces. Her sister, Kelly Ann, was
delivered by Caesarean section and weighed two pounds, 12.5
ounces.
The twins were conceived using eggs donated by a woman in
her 20s. Her name was not made p'iblic. Hormones were used in
the first trimester to sustain the pregnancy, but medication was
discontinued after the embryos were established.
A recent study in The Journal of the American Medical Association said older women's wombs are able to sustain pregnancy
if donated eggs are used. The study suggested that infertility in
older women is principally due to their eggs, not their wombs.
Dr. David Diaz, medical director of the hospital's reproductive medicine program, said because of Shearing's good
health and fitness, her odds of successful childbirth were equal
to those of a younger woman. Shearing is a former amateur bodybuilder.
Test-tube pregnancies for older women have stirred debate
over whether such procedures are fair to the children, who may
find themselves caring for aged parents early in life.

LAS VEGAS - Federal marshals are stuck with the dirty job
of removing dust-covered pornography products from the Talk of
the Town adult bookstore.
The store was once a major distribution center for convicted
pornography czar Reuben Sturman, but has since been forfeited
to the government.
Marshals are hauling off tons
of X-rated materials inside the
store. The effort is expected to
take a week.
The store has been closed for

"TTie government is not it
trie business of selling adult
materials or triple X-rated
movies."
Robert Cose, deputy U.S.
marshal
ded and disposed of. Cose said.
"We did receive a couple of informal inquiries about buying all
the merchandise lock, stock and

barrel," Cose said. "They were
rejected at the get go. The
government is not in the business
of selling adult materials or triple X-rated movies."
The building will eventually be
sold by the government, Cose
said.
Sturman and his partner, Ralph
Levine, were convicted for their
involvement in the pornography
trade. The government contends
the Talk of the Town was used as
a conduit to provide pornographic materials to stores in California and Nevada.

Companies merge to absorb
their share of diaper market

State insurance
company sues
for $1.1 million

The Associated Press

The Associated Press

Besides its own brands, the
company also manufactures disposable diapers with private
labels sold under regional
supermarket names. Sales for
1992 topped $140 million.
"UltraCare builds on our
strength in regional-brand manufacturing, and we're excited
about pursuing a new product
Drypers. "This merger makes
sense for both companies and

HOUSTON - Drypers Corp.
said Wednesday it was merging
with Ohio-based UltraCare Products Inc. to create a company
that will manufacture one billion
disposable diapers annually.
The merger involving Houston-based Drypers and UltraCare
of Marion, Ohio, was financed
with a $75 million private placement in senior notes and refinanced existing debt. The notes, at
12.5 percent, come due in 2002.
Drypers is the nation's thirdlargest maker of brand diapers,
trailing industry giants Procter &
Gamble Co. and Kimberly-Clark,
which have 75 percent of the $4
billion disposable diaper market.
With the merger, Drypers
gains entry into the baby wipes
products line. It also gains UltraCare's Cozies brand of diapers
to join its own Drypers and Baby's Choice brands.

"This merger makes sense
for both companies and
should yield terrific benefits
for our customers, our
retailers, our shareholders
and our employees."
David Pitassi, Drypers
principal
should yield terrific benefits for
our customers, our retailers, our
shareholders and our employees."
"Merging with Drypers makes
perfect sense from an UltraCare
standpoint," Randy Schaff, UltraCare president, said. "Our two
companies have similar goals
and exactly the same philosophy."
Drypers Corp. was formed earlier this year with the merger of
Houston-based Veragon Corp.

CHARLESTON, W.Va. State officials handling the
bankruptcy of Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of West
Virginia want a Pittsburghbased Blue Cross plan to
pay $1.1 million in reimbursements.
The state insurance
commission accuses the
parent company of Blue
Cross of Western Pennsylvania in a lawsuit of withholding money that was due
over five months in 1990.
The two separatelyowned Blue Cross organizations shared work on
several accounts, said Betty Cordial, the insurance
commission liquidator handling the case.
Regulators can seek such
reimbursements under
state liquidation laws.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY VS. KENT 7 P.M. ...BRING MOM AND DAD!
Game tickets are now on sale at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office.

MISTER SPOT'S
125 EAST COURT* DOWNTOWN
FREE DELIVERY / OPEN LATE 7 DAYS

©352-SPOT
Sister Act
Encino Man

REGULAR
- I-K 1N( 1 OF PEJtSIA
• POWER BLADE 2
SUPER NE3
• N.C.A.A BASKETBALL
HOOK
SKUU AGGER
iOIW MADDEN 93
DESERT STRIKE
Q B1KT
BUSTER BROTHERS
. MYSTICAL QUEST
BATTER UP
- AMAZING TENNIS
PHALANX
HOME ALONE 2

10-10

10-1*
10-9

No Membership
Required
* valid Oh. Onvw't leant*

in the University Union
The Picture Place

Rent one video
get one free!

VALID ONLY

SPOT'S
WITH COUPON

Good thru 11-19-92

Mon. - Thurs.

SIX FREE WINGS

$1.00 off
film developing
(must present coupon at the time of purchase)

WfTH ORDER OF 24

Sky Box Basketball and Football
Mon. - Thurs.
PH. - S*t.
\i^ Sunday

Pictiufe
Place

W« Aceapt All
Competitor's
VJd*o Coupons

J

PHILLY STEAK SANDWICHES • BUFFALO WINGS
WORLDS GREATEST HOAGIES • BEER IN/TO GO

Expires 11/20/92

Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming

WANTS YOU
FOR

•89

fob

COME HELP US CELEBRATE
OUR
GRAND OPENING
at the

WOODLAND MALL
BOWLING GRttN, OHIO
NOVEMBER 12/b* U
9 AM. - 9 P.M.

1993 HOMECOMING DIRECTOR
• Applications available NOW in the QSSJ®
office, 330 Union and are due Nov. 16th.
• Interviews are Nov. 18 & 19.
• All students in good standing with the
University may apply.

| Bring along this ad and enjoy a cup ofouryi
delicious gourmet coffee on us!
Our specialities are gourmet coffee, espresso & cappuccino
as well as other delightful and unique beverages, Italian
pastries and homemade cinnamon rolls (which are made
fresh daily). We also carry an interesting array of original
gifts which will please just about anyonel

• WE WANT YOU! - APPLY NOW! *
Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming Homecoming

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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Falcons favored to win MAC Bengals' rookies
Kent State, Toledo and CMU look to challenge BG
by Mark DeChant
sports writer

When the women's basketball team lost to Kent in the
MAC playoffs last year, it did
not simply end the Falcons'
season.
It was the beginning of the
1992-93 campaign.
After the heart-breaking,
double-overtime setback, the
team vowed that the following
year they would not falter as
they had just done. Those plans
continued over the summer
and early fall, and it's time for
the drive to the title to begin.
Bowling Green will challenge, once again, for the conference title. The Falcons return nine players from the
1991-92 squad, which took the
runner-up spot in the final
MAC standings.
Head Coach Jaci Clark,
whose team finished with an
overall record of 24 wins and
five losses last season, returns
senior Andrea Nordmann
among three starters. The 6-1
forward earned First Team AllMAC honors last year, and is
being touted as the top inside
player again this season.
Nordmann said that last
year's success has put some
added pressures on this year's
team.
"After last year, we knew
that we'd be picked first or
second in the conference,"
Nordmann said. "We kept this
in the back of our mind, and it
made us work hard."
Other key players for the
Falcons are guards Susie Cassell and Judit Lendvay, and
forward Lori Albers.
The head coach believes that
the talent-laden returners will
be backed by quality reserves.

"Our big strength is our
depth," Clark said. "We're very
talented, but our chemistry is
very important.
"We have good players at all
positions, and then Judit and
Andrea that we can count on all
the time to make big plays."
Kent State, despite losing
star forward Ann Forbes, will
be a team challenging for the
top spot in the conference.
The Golden Flashes had a record of 10-6 in the MAC last
year, and will be asking junior
Tracy Lynn to step into the
shoes made vacant by Forbes.
Lynn, a center who stands at
six feet, stresses confidence as
the secret to Kent's success.
"I think everyone's capable
of stepping up. We can beat
Toledo, we can beat Bowling
Green," Lynn said. "Ann will
be missed, but we'll recover.
We're a much better team than
last year."
Toledo would like nothing
better than to repeat last year's
performance. In spite of losing
a host of starters, the defending MAC champs should not be
counted out of the race. Head
coach Bill Fennelly says it will
be a struggle, though.
"We can't expect to lose four
starters and be that competitive," Fennelly said. "We'll
need a lot of help from Dana,
obviously."
The coach was referring to
Dana Drew, last year's conference MVP. Drew, who has been
named an All-American in
some publications, is expected
to be the Rocket to stop this
season.
"We have to keep this season
in perspective," Drew said.
"We have our sights set on
Bowling Green. They are an
excellent team."

Besides the Falcons, tl.
"We have three junior college players coming in this
season. They are the type of
players that will contribute
immediately."
Rosters and statistics tell the
tale for potential cellar-dwellersMlami and Ball State. The
Redskins return only one
player who averaged more
than 10 points a game last
season. The team that won the
Mid-American Conference
three years ago has been reduced to senior guard Heidi
Blomberg, and a clear talent
depletion is present.
The Cardinals needed an
overhaul to improve over their
"91-92 performance and
brought in a new coach with a
new system. However, these
statistics are not expected to
get any better: eighth in
offense and scoring margin,
ninth in defense and field goal
defense.
They may be kept out of the
basement by newcomer Akron.
The Zips finished last season
with a 6-22 record, and don't
figure to fare much better
against MAC competition.
Their star player scored eight
points per game, and the
team's scoring margin was a
horrendous 18.1 points.
Head coach Lisa Fitch summed up her expectations.
"The MAC will be tough,
tough, tough..."
Very well said,
most experienced team in the
Mid-American may be Central
Michigan. The Chippewas are
returning five starters. Five
senior starters. Needless to
say, an improvement on last
year's 9-7 MAC record is expected in Mount Pleasant.
Standing at six feet, two in-

ches, senior Carla Sterk, a
3-year letterwinner, will lead
the Chips' strong inside attack.
Head Coach Donita Davenport
sees her team as a rising force
in the MAC. She knows what an
asset she has in Sterk.
"Carla is ready to have a
great senior season," Davenport said. "With five returning
starters, opposing teams won't
be able to concentrate on Carla
as much."
Everyone will be concentrating on Western Michigan a
little harder this year. After a
dismal 2-25 record in 1991-92,
the Broncos are ready to take a
step up and challenge the elite
of the MAC.
Last year's Freshman of the
Year, Kina Brown, believes her
scoring average (19.2 ppg) will
lead to Western's success this
year.
"I've improved on offense,
defense, and rebounding," she
said. "I don't feel there's
anyone in the league who can
stop me. We can compete with
anyone."
Eastern Michigan and Ohio
University will struggle to
compete with the better MAC
teams. Coach Dana Munk is the
first year coach of the Lady
Eagles, and has only 12 healthy
bodies at her disposal. One of
those bodies, though, is star
senior Reeshema Wood, a 5'9"
small forward. The only returning starter for Eastern,
Wood will be asked to improve
her ball-handling skills and
improve upon her 13 pointsper-game average.
Ohio is a team not in need of
players, but defense.

help in rebuilding
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Who are those
guys starring in the Cincinnati
Bengals game films? They're
new players, rookies, who are
starting to come through for the
Bengals as the team undergoes
rebuilding.
"We're going through the film
and we were watching Kevin
Sargent blocking Richard Dent,"
said Bengals coach Dave Shula.
"We're looking at Craig Thompson make a great short-yardage
play and great goal-line catch.
We're looking at Carl Pickens
catch the game-tying touchdown.
"Defensively, we're looking at
Rosie Nix chasing down Jim
Harbaugh and ripping his helmet
off, Mike Frier making a fine
play on the goal-line before they
finally get in. Ricardo McDonald.
Leonard Wheeler."
The Bengals have embarked on
a youth movement unprecedented in the club's 25-year history.
On the roster are 12 rookies, including four starters; three other
first-year players; seven secondyear players; and 23 players
overall who didn't start last year.
"We're playing more young
players now than I can ever remember," said general manager
Mike Brown. "So far, it seems to
working out. We're afraid of the
consequences but we haven't
been overwhelmed."
Wheeler, a third-round draft
pick from Troy State, got his first
interception in Sunday's 31-28
overtime win against the Chicago
Bears.
"Being a rookie, you always
want something positive to happen to help the team," Wheeler
said. "And something like this
really helps the coaches have
more confidence in you as a
player."

Quarterback Boomer Esiason
said the Bengals still are making
too many mistakes, but there are
times the rookies are playing better than he expected.
"You just have to keep telling
them, 'Hang in there, hang in
there, everything will be OK So
what if we're getting beat? We'll
be all right.'
"If we keep playing that way,
Pickens and Thompson and
everybody else will start figuring it out - and they're beginning
to."
Safety Darryl Williams has had
the greatest impact among the
rookies.
He took the starting free safety
job from Barney Bussey two
games into the season and is second in tackles. He also has two
sacks, two interceptions, eight
passes defended, one forced
fumble and one fumble recovery.
Pickens, McDonald and Sargent also start, but they got into
the lineup because of injuries to
the players ahead of them.
"We have four rookies starting.
Usually that's a death knell for a
team," Brown said. "But they've
all played well."
Five other rookies - cornerback Wheeler, tight end Thompson, return man Milt Stegall and
defensive linemen Frier and Nix
- also play significant roles as
backups and special team
players.
Frier was picked up after being
cut by Seattle. Nix was an eighthround gamble.
"They're the most surprising,"
Brown said. "Mike Frier hardly
played in college. Yet, he's come
in and played effectively. You
could fit Roosevelt Nix's college
experience into a thimble, but he
show signs of being a good
player."

HOME FALCON VOLLEYBALL FRIDAY VS. MIAMI ANDSATURDAY VS. OHIO
The Falcons ami Miami are currently TIED lor 1st in the MAC...Support the home team!
Fall 1993 Listings Are Available.

Congratulations

Good Locations Close To Campus.
Hurry! Only a few left for second semester.
Leases beginning January 2,1993.
Call for more information at: .

Student Leader of
the Month

Tracey Prill

352-0717

UAO -1992 Homecoming Director
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Greenbriar Inc.
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DID YOU KNOW
there is a

i£k University Union

Bl» PROCARE

Thursday Specials

in

BOWLING GREEN?
WE OFFER...
-FREE Shuttle Service
-FREE Loaner Cars
-18 mo718,000 mi. Warranty (which ever comes last)
-ASE certified technicians
-Convient Hours (special now through December)
M-F 7 AM - 9 PM
SAT 8 AM - 5 PM
-All Atlas Tires at Sale Prices
-Flush & Fill Cooling System $34.95+ tax
(includes antifreeze)
-Charging & Starting System Diag. Reg. $23.95
NOW $14.95+tax
-Rotate & Balance all 4 tires only $31.80+ tax

Bowl-n-Grccncry
All You Can Eat

11:30-1:30...$3.99

Contact the Student Loan Collection Office at 372-8112
Should you have any questions.

Collegiate Connection
formerly Jeans-N-Things
531 Ridge St. 352-8333

Sorority,Fraternity &
BGSU MOM and DAD Shirts
Order early for

A

4:00-7:00...$4.75

The Phcoxonl Room
All You Can Eat
BBQ Chicken - $4.75

Hours: Lunch 11:30 -1:30 M-F
Dinner 4:30 - 7:00 MR

Stop and see Scott Swope or Toby Maxwell today!
Quantum •• cord acopUd 4-7 Mly tar M caopui rtutfutts
Quantum «• Mr* occapUd oil tfav tar off campus itudcncs

-

Please plan to attend one of the remaining Student Loan
Exit Interviews held in West Hall, Room 121:
Monday, November 30, 1992
l:30-3:30p.m.
Wednesday, December 2, 1992 l:30-3:30p.m.
and 6:00-8:00p.m.
OR
Moseley Hall, Room 300:
Thursday, December 3, 1992
6:OO-8:0Op.m.

ITALIAN

IS YOUR CAR READY FOR WINTER?
275 S. Main
353-3060

All Students with NDSL, Perkins or Nursing
student loans graduating or leaving BGSU at the
end of Fall semester 1992 are required to attend
an exit interview.

COUPON

$2.00 oft
MOM and DAD
Sweatshirts
Collegiate Connection
expires 11 -30-92
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Arms in Baseball
Bush, Blackney & beer Best
NL's Maddux and AL's Eckersley win Cy Young

Post-election depression is just
about over for us George Bushloving neo-Republicans. Our
man lost, fair and square, and
now it's time to accept the
harsh realities of tomorrow, a
tomorrow which has been billed "a time for change."
Yeah, a time for change, as
in, my mom's probably going to
lose her job by February, I now
have to work in Alaska this
summer just so I can afford to
come back to this place, and
soon my diet will consist of
nothing except Twizzlers, ramen noodles, and whatever I
can heist from my rich roommate!
(Pause.)
OK, before I go off on some
trite tirade about politics, I will
change the subject, once again,
to sports. I will refrain from
further demeaning the ideals
of Bill Clinton and pondering
upon our nation's future.
I mean, I can still fill 20 inches of column space with
sports opinions, even if I soon
won't be able to fill my plate
with warm food.
Since everybody seems to be
on a reform rampage, I'll jump
on the Cheers for Change
bandwagon and offer a scenario.
Lately, you've probably noticed that BG athletics as a
whole is dominating the MidAmerican Conference. This
fall, Falcon athletics can boast
of:
* a football conference
champion and Las Vegas Bowl
bid
* a soccer conference champion and an NCAA tournament
berth
* a volleyball conference
leader and probable champ
* the best female crosscountry runner in Ohio

• countless triumphs by the
swimming and tennis teams
This is obviously a great record for Bowling Green, and
our athletic director, Jack
Gregory, should be commended for compiling a fine cast of
coaches and administrators.

Mark DeChant

However, since we're entering
"the age of change," I present
the Top 10 Ways That BG Athletics Could Be Improved:
10. Adopt an alma mater that
is easier to sing. I think people
would learn the words better if
we had a catchy tune, rather
than the insomnia cure which
is currently nowhere near the
Billboard charts.
9. Schedule our football team
to play Florida State, Alabama
or some other nationallyranked powerhouse as a nonconference foe. Hey, if we're
going to be overmatched
against some big-money conference team, it might as well
be against one that gets some
respect.
8. De-schedule our basketball team from playing Michigan. Sure, exposure is nice, but
it will be embarrassing if
someone spots Coach L requesting Chris Webber's autograph.

7. Evaluate the overall direction in which the gymnastics
program is heading.
6. Sponge some more money
out of BG's athletic alumni. All
of those pros who remember
their glory days here should be
more than willing to donate
some of their wealth so BG can
continue to produce athletes as
excellent as themselves.
5. Establish the following
rule concerning attendance at
the BG-Ball State game: all
students who do not attend t and can't produce a note from
their mother - will find a $5
charge on their bursar. Hell,
they wont even notice it, anyway.
4. Offer a $5 bonus for
everyone who shows up at a
tennis, swimming, gymnastics
or track contest.
3. Monitor all hockey
players' food accounts to make
sure that they are not spending
all of their scholarship money
at that new bar and grill that
USG is proposing.
2. Rename the Falcon Fieldhouse after legendary track
coach Mel Brodt.
1. Sign outstanding football
coach Gary Blackney to a
5-year contract. Alright, so he
lost the "big one" in Columbus,
and doesn't particularly like
the media. So what? It's just
like our new president:
whether or not you like him or
not, he's our main man, and
he's going to be around for a
while. Hail to the Chief!
Mark DeChant is a junior
journalism major, and nominates Flavor-Flav and Chuck D
to compose the new alma
mater.

The Associated Press

NEW YORK -- Greg Maddux,
who won 20 games for a losing
Chicago Cubs team, outdueled
Atlanta ace Tom Glavine and was
named winner of the National
League Cy Young Award on
Wednesday.
Maddux went 20-11 with a 2.18
ERA for the Cubs. He received 20
of the 24 first-place votes from a
panel made up of two writers in
each league city, and was named
second on the remaining four ballots, finishing with 112 points.
Glavine, trying to become the
NL's first repeat Cy Young winner since Sandy Koufax in 1966,
was 20-8 with a 2.76 ERA. He got
the remaining four first-place
votes and finished second with 78
points.
Maddux won despite the Cubs
going 78-84 ~ seven of his losses
came in shutouts - and finishing
fourth in the NL East. He is the
fourth Cubs pitcher to win the Cy
Young, joining Ferguson Jenkins
(1971), Bruce Sutter (1979) and
Rick Sutcliffe (1984). Maddux
also is the first NL starting
pitcher to win the award on a
team with a below-.SOO record
since San Diego's Randy Jones in
1976.
Maddux was the first Cubs
pitcher to win 20 games since
Rick Reuschel went 20-10 in
1977. Maddux gave up four or
fewer hits in 12 of his 36 starts.
Glavine's second straight
20-win season came for the
Braves, who went 98-64 and won
the NL West. The last pitcher to
win consecutive Cy Youngs was
Boston's Roger Clemens in 1986
and 1987.
Bob Tewksbury of St. Louis
was third in the voting with 22
points, followed by teammate
Lee Smith with three and Doug

Drabek of Pittsburgh with one.
Only Maddux and Glavine were
named on all 24 ballots.
Glavine seemed a shoo-in to
win again at the All-Star break.
He was 13-3 at that point, but a
disastrous start in the All-Star
game signaled the beginning of a
struggling second half in which
he was troubled by injuries and
went just 7-5.
Maddux, meanwhile, got
stronger as the season went
along. He made the All-Star team
for the first time despite a 10-8
record at the break, then went
10-3 with a 1.93 ERA in the second half.
The right-handed Maddux led
the left-handed Glavine in almost
every pitching category. He
pitched 268 innings to Glavine's
225, had 199 strikeouts to Glavine's 129 and nine complete
games to Glavine's seven. Glavine led 5-4 in shutouts.
Tewksbury was 16-5 with a 2.16
ERA for St. Louis and Smith led
the league with 43 saves. Drabek,
the 1990 Cy Young winner, was
15-11 with a 2.77 ERA for the NL
East champions.

** *

OAKLAND, Calif. - Dennis
Eckersley is a pitcher looking to
make a comeback even after
winning the American League Cy
Young award.
Eckersley, the Oakland Athletics' bullpen ace and a primary
reason behind the team's fourth
AL West title in five years, admitted Tuesday he still feels the
sting of Roberto Alomar's bat.
"You win the Cy Young and I
knew I was going to have to deal
with this, but that's OK I will be
back," Eckersley said from his
Boston home.
In Game 4 of the AL playoffs
with Toronto, Eckersley came on

in the eighth with a 6-2 lead. Tor
onto scored twice before Aloma^
hit an Eckersley pitch for a two
run homer that sent the gam<
into extra innings. The 7-6 win
gave the Blue Jays a 3-1 lead or:
the way to winning the playoffs
and, eventually, the World Sc
ries.
"I know that I disappointed a
lot of people, including myself,"
said Eckersley, who had a careerhigh 51 saves during the regulai
season. "People rely on you to
close it out, and when you don't,
it's devastating - and we all know
what that is - the Toronto game.
"But you have to go through
the pain to go on. I shed some
tears and now I'm looking ahead.
I just want to work hard and
come back next year and prove
that I'm worthy of all this."
The first reliever since Detroit's Willie Hernandez to win
the AL Cy Young award, Eckersley received 19 of 28 first-place
votes from a panel consisting of
two writers in each of the 14
league cities. With three seconds
and three thirds, Eckersley
totaled 107 points under the 5-3-1
system.
- Jack McDowell of the Chicago
White Sox was a distant second
with two firsts and 51 points, followed by Roger Clemens of Boston with four firsts and 48 points.
Mike Mussina of Baltimore was
fourth with two firsts and 26
points, followed by Jack Morris
of Toronto with one first and 10
points, Kevin Brown of Texas
with nine points and Charles
Nagy of Cleveland with one
point,
Hernandez won the Cy Young
in 1984. Milwaukee's Rollie Fingers (1981) and New York's
Sparky Lyle (1977) are the only
other relievers to claim the AL
pitching honor.

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY 1:00 P.M. ...REGULAR-SEASON FINALE!
Get your tickets now for Mom & Dad at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office.

Time Is Running
Out!
There are only 7 days left for this session of
pre-scheduled senior portraits. If you
missed your pre-scheduled appointment,
you can still be photographed by simply
showing up at The KEY office, 28 West Hall
before Nov. 20, we'll accept you as a
walk-in. Don't be left out of the yearbook,
or left out in the cold without any senior
portraits from which to choose prints for
family or friends.

Call 372-8086 iff you have any questions!

Office hours 10 a.m.-6 p.m.;
closed 1 -2 for lunch.
'
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Birdman Drugs hit sports...again Steelers try to
sticks up
elude drug rep
for Magic
The Associated Press

NEW YORK -- Larry Bird
would have "no problem" playing
against Magic Johnson because
of the AIDS virus and said
"professional jealousy" is a factor in other players' opinions, the
New York Post reported today.
"I see it as a bad case of
professional jealousy," said the
former Boston Celtics star, who
was in Palm Beach, Fla., on
Tuesday for a celebrity golf
tournament organized by Greg
Norman. 'As far as playing
against (Johnson), I'd have no
problem whatsoever."
Johnson announced his second
retirement from the Los Angeles
Lakers on Nov. 2 after Utah star
Karl Malone and other players
expressed fears about playing
against Johnson.
Bird and Malone spent two
months during the summer practicing against Johnson as teammates on the U.S. Olympic team.
"When you have a Magic Johnson or a Michael Jordan and
there are other superstars not
getting the press they are, the
others sort of resent that," Bird
said.
"The same kind of thing happens in everyday life. I think
that's what's happening to Magic
now. He's been on top for so long,
that everybody is taking a shot at
him, to cut him down a little bit.
They've been waiting so many
years to do it and now they're
getting the opportunity to do it.
It's sad.
"There's a lot of attention being focused on Magic because
he's the first athlete to come out
and try to play with the AIDS
virus.

There's a broken record in
sports that is getting very,
very old and annoying as hell
to listen to.
This Monday, The National
Football League suspended AllPro tight end Eric Green of the
Pittsburgh Steelers for his second violation of (he league's
substance abuse policy. To put
that in more layman's terms,
he got caught with his hand in
the oP crack jar.
Now my question to you is,
what in the world are these
oversized idiots thinking about
when they partake in such activities? Isn't $2 million a year
(and much more in many
cases) enough to get you high
without having to do it artificially?
Personally, I just don't understand it And the more I
think about it, the more it really pisses me off.
Now, anyone who knows me,
knows I enjoy my parties and
consumption as much as
anyone else (sometimes,
maybe even more). And I don't
see anything wrong with athletes going out after a game for
a few beers with the guys.
But drugs? Please! If there
weren't drug tests, what
professional athletes did in the
' com fort of thei r own homes or
in that of their pushers' homes
would be none of the public's
business. But these melonheads know that, at some point,
they're going to have to fill up
the container for Doc and that
the results are going to have a
huge effect on their filture.
Beyond that, whether or not
the Eric Greens of the world
want to accept it or not, they

ARE role models to the youth
of the nation and they have a
RESPONSIBILITY to uphold

Russ Eckard

their image
OK, I know that word is
composed of 14 letters and that
that's about 10 too many for
most athletes to comprehend,
but the point remains. Unfortunately, far too many "role
models" are not living up to the
obligation they have as spotlighted citizens.
For example, the oncepromising careers of players
like Don Rogers, John Kordic
and Len Bias didn't end in
mere failure, they ended in
death. Kordic was one of the
NHL's premier "enforcers"
and was actually developing
some skill until he overdosed
on, what the examiner proclaimed "enough cocaine to kill
an elephant."
Rogers and Bias were shooin superstars, but they couldn't
handle the wealth of success.
Bias had Just been drafted second overall by the legendary
Boston Celtics end, In his haste
to celebrate, had a massive

heart attack tr. a reaction to
cocaine. Rogers. In much the
same fashion, died the night
before his wedding at what
must have been one helluva
bachelor party.
And then there are the Eric
Greens of the world...
Guys like Steve Howe, who's
been busted with every illegal
substance on God's green earth
at least 20 times, but who still
maintains the hope of living up
to his rookie-of-the-year credentials in the majors.

Or how about Roy Tarpley,
the oncc-domlnating Michigan
Wolverine turned druggie.
When he's on the court, he's an
absolutely dominating force
but he's too bus/getting high
to stay in the league. Ditto for
other NBA thugs like Michael
Ray Richardson and Lewis
Lloyd.
The talent and opportunities
that these individuals are gifted with are things that almost
all young athletes can only
dare to dream about. And to
see these same people throw it
all away on something as moronic as drugs is an overbearing
letdown.

The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - Unsettled for a second straight season by a drug
problem involving one of their marquee players, the Pittsburgh
Steelers row must prove they can refocus their attention on the football field.
Coach Bill Cowher acknowledges that Eric Green's suspension is a
unwelcome worry for a team enjoying its best season in years, so he
immediately called a team meeting to get the Steelers' minds back on
football.
He'll find out Sunday against Detroit if he was successful.
"In our business and our profession, you lose players weekly as we
have throughout this season and you continue to move on, as we will
in this situation," he said. "As far as I'm concerned, the subject matter is over and there's no reason to dwell on it. We have to concentrate on playing Detroit and on the next seven weeks."
Obviously, what Cowher hopes is this is a problem that will go
away.
Green is the third NFL player to draw a substance-abuse suspension in the last two seasons, and all were Steelers. Terry Long and
Tim Worley were punished last season, Long for steroids and Worley
for cocaine use. Long is now out of football and Worley is suspended
for this season.
Of the Steelers' last four first-round draft picks, two have been
suspended for drugs - Green and Worley - and another, Huey Richardson, is no longer with the team. Leon Searcy, last spring's No. 1
pick, is a seldom-used offensive tackle.

If it were up to me and I
could be commissioner of
sports lor a day, I'd do all us
fans and each and every one of
these assholes a favor. I'd put
them all in a room, give them
more drugs than they could
ever imagine, and let them
hang out with the only people
they deserve... each other.
Russ Eckard is a sports
writer forThe News.

After a brisk morning jog, enjoy reading the BG NEWS

BGSU BAND-O-RAMA

ft

Wind Ensemble, Concert & Falcon Marching Bands

ini-Mall * V

...Friday 11/20/92 8 PM in Kobacker Hall

190 S Main Si

David 4Cora]
CiUihan
His Mon-WeO 9-5
ThuraSat 9-9

9.taders' SchtduO.s

Q

82419]

All seats general admission - $5.00
Mark S. Kelly & L. Richmond Sparks conducting.

DON'T MISS IT!!!

P

«
Cuslom Made Jewelry. Cifti.
It Metaphysical Needs

M12-S.1H& 76-9, Sat 1-7
or Later "By Appt.
TCyrie - Tarot & Astrology
71-7 or Later "By Uppt.
Cathy ■ Tabrastry
•M3S.J3S

HOWARDS club H

- FIELDER'S CHOICE SPORTS CARDS

210 N. Main

188 S. Main in Downtown Bowling Green
Hours: Mon-Thurs 10-7
Fri 10-9 Sat 10-5

November 12, 13, & 14
352-2556

HOWARDS CLUB H

NEED CASH?

PRESENTS

ROB WALLET

Wc are buying Prc-1989 unopened material and sets of any sport!
1000's of Wax Boxes, Rookies & Star Cards In Stock!

woooooocoooocoocooccocococcoowcocooo?

EVERY THURSDAY
GRAD STUDENTS
Tailgate Party at the Ice Arena Lounge
Saturday, November 14th
11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Free Subs and Snacks
(Donations Accepted)

10< NIGHT

7-9 pm
at Gamers
$1.00 Cover w/ Collese I.D.
Live Entertainment

Bring ID to get into the Football Game!

893 S. Main
v»OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOi

WOO

World I liavvvvrii[lil Cliam|iiomhip.
• Minute. I aisV-ij

PARENTS WEEKEND

Challenger,
Riddick
Bowe,
310

Champion,
Evander
llolylield,
28-0

Where To Go and What To Do...

ONLY 352S NOW
Event Day 4025

Look in tomorrows paper for
many ideas on what to do with
Mom and Dad!

Call
See il live on |).iy-|H'r-view.

2 Undefeated Heavyweights - Friday, November 13th
A Boxing Fans Dream
fiF'^lfl
1*1-4 MM■ Hi \HIMM\lvM..MH*»Mt'JIMIKt*"XI'

!«-<« miH\«l

«

Wood Cable
at 352-8424
and get the best price
for this Non-Slop Action!

f

Classified

page ten

t

SURVIVORS
ot sexual abuse interested in participating -n a
suppon group
Please call: 353-3054

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

"Spring Break!" Bahamas Cruise (.10
Meals) $2791 Panama City With Kitchen Si 19!
Cancun $4291 Jamaica $479' Oaytona (Kitchens) $149> Key West $249! Prices Increase
12/11/921
1-800 6/Bli.lm,

The key to your future..
OSEA
SEMINAR
November 21,1992
Register NOW
at 410 Education Building
Questions? Call: 354-8278

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '92
WILL BE HELD ON NOV 14 AT 7PM
FOH NFOOR TJCKETSCALL
372-2249 OR STOP BY THE
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE (1 iTH FLOOR
OFFENHAUER WEST) BETWEEN
9AM - 5PM

1

November features English beers On TAP'
Woodpecker Alcoholic Cider $ Whilebread
AW BOOTLES: Bass, Sam Smith's Pale Ale
and Oatmeal Stout. Campus Pollyeyes 440 E.
Court
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Big Wendy.
Here's to a new start1 I am realty looking tor.
ward to Big/Lii' Sisterhood at Myles' tonightl
LilBienda

Wart To See The Country?
Why Not Spend A Semester on Exchange?

'SKI TEAM'
Gel your dues in by Friday the 13th meeting @
242 Manvi'le Thurs i2m 900 Call John
@354-ISKI.

THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

AIDS AWARENESS
7pm Proul Chapel

Phi Kappa Psi is looking for a housegiri It inlerested call Dean at 3/2-4538

Into Session:
Wednesday, November tBth
7:30pm

PHYSICALLY CHALLENGE YOURSELF
UNION OVAL. 10-2
FEAR NO PEOPLE

BGSU-DSA PRESENTS
Woody Allen's "Sleeper"
Wednesday. n/i8.8pm. uSEducation

Alumni Room-Union, 3rd floor.
Be Independent - Take the Chance!!

Chinese Film Senes
Nov 16-21.GishFilm Theater
$1.50 a ticket
Contact 372-6621 for m(o & tickets

World Student Association presents Coffee
Hours. Come and enjoy some coffee while
making new fnends. 1ith floor Otfenhauer
West. 2:30-4 30pm every Thursday Everyone
is welcome

Come join thePhilosophy Club to discuss
Phillip Kiichers anide "Against Creatjonism."
All are welcome-Think about it' Thursday.
6:30 m 301 Shatzel Pick up ari>cle in 328
Shatzei

RACIALLY MIXED: THE NEXT GENERA
TION RECLAIMS ITS IDENTITY. First meeting
today at 7:30pm at 105 BA Building. We especially encourage those who are racially mixed
to attend.
SAT, 11/14,9:30 pm
TOM GORMAN
AT POLLYEYES
Saturday Night Live Weak
Buy any video at regular price and receive any
Saturday Night Live video free. Expires
11/13/92.
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS
140 E. Wcoster 354-5283.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: A pair ol prescription glasses, tortoise
shell Irames in a black glass case They were
lost alter the BG-Miami game between the stadium & the ice arena. II found, please call
372-5897. Reward.

Don't just read history Lived
The Society 'or Creative Anachronism
Thursdays. Memonal Hall. 7:30 p.m.
(Dragons nood not apply)

SAVE BIG ON SPRING BREAK '93
JAMAICA. CANCUN & FLORIDA FROM $119
BOOK EARLY & SAVE $$! ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREE! SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1 800 426 7710.

SERVICES OFFERED

Golden Key New Members
Induction'
Sun. Nov. 15 -3:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

SIGMA KAPPA - SIGMA KAPPA
SISTER OF THE WEEK'
Anissa Planter

Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests & supportive services
Call 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center

International Relations Organization
Meeting
100 BA
730pm Thurs, Nov. 12

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Lowest avail, prices to Florida,
Jamica. Cancun. Call Jim at 353-1159.

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3987 Irom 8am - 9pm

LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAG A
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance will hold a
meeting this Thursday at 8 30pm. m the
United Christian Fellowship Center (corner ol
Ridgo and Thurstm) The meeting is free and
open to all homosexual, bisexual, and supportive heterosexual members ol the community
Discretion is used.
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAGA

SUPPORT GROUP
II you've released your baby for adoption, or
are considering doing so and need some support, join us on Mon nights at 7pm Call
354-4673 for info.

Want to lose weight the new and fun way?
It's easy. 100% natural

Call 655-3862 after 4 p.m.

TEST YOUR SMARTS IN
COLLEGE BOWL. THE VARSITY
SPORT OF THE MIND.
NOVEMBER 21,1992
COST IF $5.00 PER TEAM
SIGN UP NOW IN THE UAO
OFFICE, 330 UNION

Would you Ilka to make up to $500 a week In
your own home? Send SI .00 S SASE to R.
Molllson, P.O. Boi 201. Bowling Green, OH
43402

PERSONALS

Progressive Student Organization
brings back a most missed activity.
COMMUNITY OPEN SHARE
This event is intellectually exciting that invites
you to change ft grow, that nurtures ft supports
your expressive abilities, and that is relaxing ft
fun all at once. Poetry, reading, thoughts, music, parachute jumping, cow tipping THURSDAY. 9:00pm at United Christian
Fellowship, corner ol Ridge ft Thurson.

THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMING!
THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMING!
NOV. 16-20 AT THE NORTHEAST COMMONS
10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
MAKE A PRIORITY APPOINTMENT
BY CALLING 352-4575.

" Jason T. Jackson - USG President "
Happy 21 si Birthday!
Bast Wishes, GHWB
"" Omicron Delta Kappa '"
Selections Might!
10:00 p m.
Faculty Lounge. Union
"* Omicron Delta Kappa *"

RACIALLY MIXED: THE NEXT GENERATION RECLAIMS ITS IDENTITY First meeting
today at 7 30pm at 105 BA Building We especially encourage those who are racially mixed
to attend

The Best Special In Town
Sun.,Mon.,Tuea.Wed.
All Night at BRATHAUS
Pitchers I bear bottles ot the week
Kamikazl, Ouaiude, Melon Ball $.50
19 and over No cover. 352-8707
Mytes' Plus by the allot
Thai Week's Bottle "BUD LKJHT"

•Michael MitcheT
To the man. the myth, the mystery, we hope
you have a Great Birthday
From the Subway Gang

ALL GREEKS
Sigma Kappa would like to salute all members
of trie Greek Communiiyl Nov. 12 is Greek Day
ol our Week ol Giving.
SIGMA KAPPA
Alpha Phi Omega Alpha Phi Omega
The Zeta Kappa Chapter ol Alpha Phi Omega
would like 10 congratulate our brother. Bill Clinton on being elected president.
Alpha Phi Omega Alpha Phi Omega
Attention Grad Students
Tailgate Parry at the Ice Arena Lounge
Saturday, November 14th
11:00am • 12:30pm
Free Subs and Snacks (Donations accepted)
Bring ID lo get into the football game

events
1 3

sm-fn-SOU'.l- FACULTY ABT SHO*

IHMjM- BGSU vs BALL STATE
PERRY STADIUM
£22X3- PLANETARIUM PRESENTATION
"NEW WORLDS'
PLJNETARIUM^HYSICAL SCIENCES BUILDING
Mtni«m.'«i;ilBI- DINNER/CONCERT (SOLD OUT)

DOROTMr BRYAN GALLERY, FINE ARTS BUILDING
WBTiWfl - VOLLEY a A LI.
8GSU vs MIAMI
ANDERSON ARENA, MEMORIAL HALL

sVftMJ'.l - UAO MOVIE
■THE PRINCE OF TIDES"

LENHART BALLROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
(DOORS OPEN AT 5:30)
BJjJjjjJ]- VOLLEYBALL, BGSU VS OHIO u.
RSON ARENA, MEMORIAL HAU,

(PARENTS SI WITH STUDENT)

210,

MATH SCIENCE BUILDING

|4JXaiT HOCKEY

12313" UAO MOVIE

BGSU VS KENT STATE
ICE ARENA

[22CQ -

•THE PRINCE

-

OPERA

TIDES"

ROOM 210, MATH SCIENCE
RETTffl - CONCERT (SOLD

"MARRIAGE OF FIGERO"

KOBACKER HAU, MOORE MUSICAL ART CENTER
|:fli:«l"l!l- THEATRICAL PRODUCTION

BUILDING
OUT)

LENHART BALLROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION

I B'UJ'I- OPERA

"THE LION IN WINTER"

'MARRIAGE

EVAMARIE SAINT THEATRE, UNIVERSITY HALL

m

or

PLANETARIUM PRESENTATION

OF

FIGERO"

KOBACKER HALL, MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER

rffTmfl-

"NEW WORLDS"

THEATRICAL PRODUCTION

•A LION IN WINTCR'

PLANETARIUM, PHYSICAL SCIENCES BUILDINS

Ey^rURIESAINT TrllATRI, UNIVERSITY HAUL
Saturday

n o vom be r

|CE

2^^^-

events

SKATING

BGSU ICE ARENA
PARENTS FREEI

"I 4

(MINIMAL CHARGE FOR SKATCS)

]-

|J2iEB]- UAO MOVIE

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

30 PM LISTING
U2EZD- UAO MOVIE
"MOMMY DEAREST*
ROOM 210, MATH SCIENCE BUILDING

ADMINISTRATION RECEPTION
2ND FLOOR LOUNCE. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
UMISBIIW'H.'.I

- COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND

ALLIED PROFESSIONS CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
2ND FLOCR, EDUCATION BUILDING

s u n d a '

J2JTJHI22|M - COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY RECEPTION
JCHNOLOSY BUILDING

events

n o vo m fc>o r 1 5

JJjJJJgjm - COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS RECEPTION
N ROOM, CMA.
IT^piJfyyTTITnffl-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BRYAf
RYAN

FACULTY ART SHOW
GALLERY, FINE ARTS BUILDING

LEGACY LUNCHEON
(BY INVITATION)

522^,^^^-

FACULTY ART SHOW

OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND

DOROTHY BRYAN GALLERY, FINE ARTS BUILDING

ORIENTATION

J.'M.I.'aMHiUlffl - COLLEGE OF HEALTH 8r HUMAN SERVICES
RECEPTION
ROOM 100, HEALTH CENTER

405

BGSU
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43403
372-2843

TICKETS:

372-2719.

THEATRE TICKETS MAY BE ORDERED BY CALLING EITHER

VOLLEYBALL

(S2)

AND PLANETARIUM

($t)

Graduating and looking for female to sublease
apartment across from Ad Bldg Call after
5:00 Knsten-352 5652
Help! I need more Dec. Graduation tickets.
Wihng to pay Call Beth 352-7769.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 9643
Spnngfield. MO 65801

Must have roommate for Spnng semester.
Very close to campus.
Please call ASAP. 353-8709
Need one female subleaser for Spring semester. Close to campus. $130 00 mo Call Jen
n.fer*at 353- 5826

SPRINGBREAKERS
Promote our Florida Spnng Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE tnps.
Call Campus Marketing 800-423-5264.

From the Brothers of Delta Upsilon
Ml
Could the person who stole my Sony Discman
from Chily's on Sunday night please return it to
Rodgers, room 1497NO QUESTIONS
ASKED!
D.J. Irom TROYS is HERE
FOR YOUR ETHNIC HAIR NEEDS
CAMPUS HO SALON ' 354 2244
DGDGDGDGDG
RLB, You are the greatest.
Thanks lor being who you are.
Love.JJ

Need subleasers from Jan. to May. Large 2
bdrm apt. Nice area $445, heal included. For
more info.call 352-0950 $iQ0cash bonus1
Need subleaser for own bedroom in two bedroom, spacious apartment Furnished, available now Call 353-3950 after 6 pm.
Non-smoking female subleaser needed tor
Spring. Fum apt. across from campus. Call
Amy at 352-8385
Nonsmoking female subleaser to share apt. for
Spnng "93 $150 per mo. * share of utilities.
Call 353-4619

WANT TOTRAVEL FREE, EARN CASH
AND RESUME EXPERIENCE?
Students & Organizations call
College Tours to join our team'
We have 25 years experience,
great pnces, hotels & destinations
Calli (800) 959-4SUN

FOR SALE

Do you or someone you know need an apartmem lor Spring Semester' Rent $l50/month,
own bedroom, close to campus. qu*e( living,
Itee cable Call Steph 352-7281

Nonsmoking female Spring subleaser.
OwnroomiNioe|Only$l55'mo. + util.
Call 352-1460

First mooting (orRACIALLY MIXE0: THE
NEXT GENERATION RECLAIMS ITS IDEN
TITY today ai 7:30pm at 105 BA Building. We
especially encourage those who are racially
mmod to attend

One female subleaser for Spnng semester.
Very cheap and close to campus1
Please call 352-4536, leave message.

1979 Chrysler Cordoba
Not cute, but reliable

One non-smoking female roommate wanted
tor Spring Semester-dose to campus
Call ASAP-353 2304

IBM Compatible . LAZER computer
$250.353-3054

FISH
Thank you lor your love and suppon*
I cherish yoj
KATE
FOCUS MEMBERS
November General Meeting
Wednesday. Nov. 11 at 11:30 am
inMoseleyRm 305
Thursday, Nov 12 at 3:45 p.m.
m Moseley Rm. 407
Hope to see you there*
Get involved in Intramurals" Applications are
being accepted for the Intramural Advisory
Board for Spring 1992 until November 13 m the
Intramural Office. Pick up application in 108
Rec Center.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Men's and
Women's 3 Player Basketball Nov 19. ALL
ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 P.M. ON DUE DATE
IN108RECCENTER.
KAY-DEE
Lil' Bonny and Grandlil' Traci P.
Good luck on your Pledge Exam. I know
you'll do great!
KD love & mme
n.gGrandbig Sue

TOM GORMAN
AT POLLYEYES
SAT 11/14,9:30 pm
Would you like to spend your Spnng Break in
New York City to learn about poverty and racism first hand, and also earn 3 hours credit in
Ethnic Studies. For information cat! Bill
Thompson at UCF Center. 352-7534.
The cost is only $170.00 for food, lodging and
transportation.

Toledo
Medical
Services, Ind
CJBWW
Reproductive Health Care
for Women

Abortion to 17 Weeks
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Strictly Confidential

5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700
Ornsga forumOnta-fa Kiwi

One person apartment
Sublease Spring semester.
Nancy. 353-4815, leave message
Roommate wanted to share small house.
Own room.
Call 352-7271.
Spnng subleaser needed tor Winthrop Terrace,
male or lemale Will have own room and bathroom Rent is neg. call Kim 352-1872.

86 Chevy Nova, 5 sod, exc MPG. low
miles, air, cruise, cassette, new clutch,
$3200 354-2470.

353-3054

1988 Toyota Tercel DX. 2 door, automatic,
new nres. new front/back brakes. AM FM cassette, air. Metallic gray. 67,000 miles. Good
condition. Asking $4800 or best offer. (4ig)
to.', h'V3 Ho. and
1991 Black 19" TREK Mtn. Bike w/21 speeds.
$350 00 or best • Call Rick anytime. 353-7213 A groat X-maSQitti
7 tormals lor sale. sz. 1M4 $20-40 a piece.
Call 372-3848 for more info (leave a message)
608 Sharp Laptop, a backlit screen, 3 3 Dos.
$350. Cal 3S4-2/04
ASSAULTDETERRENT

Subleaser needed until May 22.
Summit Terrace - OWN ROOM
Call Carol 352-6830 Leave message

HELP WANTED
$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.FREE Information-24 Hour Hotlmo 801-379-2900 Co
pynght»QH17lKOH

Defend yoursell against attack!
ASSAULT DETERRENT will render your attacker helpless upon contact.
For more info. Call Bill 353-8803
Large dorm refndgerator, $60. Free weights
and bench. $40. Both in excellent condition.
Call 354-8272.
19C7YUGO
31K looks and runs great
$950 or best offer
Call Mark p.t 354-3125

1993! NEW YEAR! NEW OPPORTUNITY!
A national company plans to provide 200 year
around part time openings in the Bowling
Green area beginning early next year. Employees will have a choice of two 24-hour per
week shifts. Work 12-4 p.m. or 5-9 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 9-1 p.m. to2-6 p.m. on
Saturday. Also available will be some full-time
openings with opportunities for advancement
to supervisory positions. Starting hourly rate
wrll be $5 per hour. No experience. Paid training. Call households and businesses from our
new faouty to verify basic household information. No selling. Great opportunity for students,
spouses and others to earn extra money. Apply
by sending your name, address, telephone
number and your shift preference to. PJ Ivey.
25i2 Rogers Blvd., Manhattan, KS 66502. We
are an equal opportunity employer and we do
not discriminate on the basis of age. sex, race,
national origin, or pnysical handicap.

Bauer Hockey Skates only used once Size 8 D.
$50. Black Leather lacket. Size 40. 1 year old,
$100. Call Nick after 6, 353-0316 or leave
message.

A Cincinnati division of major national engine company needs Marketing or MIS
major with customer service and PC skills
lor Industrial marketing co-op lor Spring
1993. Come to the Co-op Program, 238 Admin. Bldg. on Nov. 12 or 13 to Inquire.

FOR RENT

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Students needed) Earn $600+
per week in canneries or
$4000* per month on fishing boats
No experience necessaryi
Gel a head start on summer!
For program call:
(206) 545-4155 Ext. A5544
American Dream Kosmellcs, Inc.
An Ohio based nationwide cosmetics company Is expanding In all areas. Aloe based
skin care and glamour products. Sales
counselors & directors needed. No Inventory to Stock. 1-600-USA-8759,8-5, M-f. GOQO-OOt
Do miscellaneous tasks. Must be able lo work
2nd semester also. Can 353-0325.
Earn $1.000 per week at home stuffing envelopes' For Information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises. Box 67066C. Cuyahoga Falls. OH
44222

Oewaga t*n*m

Omotaa Focum

The Order of Omega
National Greek
Honor Society will
proudly host its
annual Omega Forum

CHEAP! FBI U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200

86 VW

$50

87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$65
Choose from thousands starting $25
FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright» OH17KJC
Round trip airline ticket. Toledo to Newark,
New Jersey. Nov. 21 to 28 $190 or best offer.
Cail352-9156
SoloFlexwLegEx.,
Dorm size fndge.
Make an offer. 353-0206.

2 bdrm. sm hall needed to
sublease immediately.

Evelyn, 353-3153.
2 bedroom lumished apt.
available now or next semester.
352-2663.
Help12 subleasers needed to rent for Spnng 93
semester. 1 bedroom, furnished, 1 block horn
campus Dosperato1 353-7803.
Listings Available now. Carry
353-0325. •VS94 school year.

Rentals

Starting vs - sublease unol May. Close to
campus. $335 • utility. 2 bedroom. 352-2979.
Giadsiudentsonly.
Sublease 1 bedroom apt. available m December. Furnished. A/C, cheap utilities Call
352-1900 or Gary Thompson at 354-3996.
Sublease 1/1 -5/31/93 i -2 person furnished 1
bdrm. 2 bds. No pets, pay only electric, lots of
closets. 2nd floor corner. Lot parking, laundry
nextdoor. 215 E Poe Call Denise at 352-1618
evenmgs.
Thursun Manor Apartment. Looking for male
roommate and/or i to 2 subleasers. If interested contact Terry at 354-1607.

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA

Ti

11234 N. Main St.

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID
Monday thru Friday: shows
start at approximately 4 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday: Full Schedule

STUDENT SERVICES

OPERA TICKETS MAY BE ORDERED BY CALLING THE MOORE MUSICAL ARTS BOX OFFICE AT

372-8171.

Female Subleaser needed for Spring *93.
Close to campus. Free cable' $i65/mo. *
gas/ Please call Mandi at 354-312511

Congratulations to
Mike Pistillo & Missy Harahman
on the
announcement of their
engagement

The first woman to be a U S. Senator was a
Sigma Kappa. Wish S.g Kap happy Week of
Giving.

n o vo m fc>© r

Desperately need subleaser for Spring *93. Efficiency on E. Poe Rd. Rent only $l90/mo.
Uol.included Pleasecall ASAP.353-1442.

Now Hiring Spring Break Reps!!!
Greeks, Organizations, Individuals
Earn Cash. Free Trips A Expenence
Call Joe
Endless Summer
1-600- 234-7007

Sigma Kappa alumnae are out of this world!
Sigma Kappa Rhea Seddon is a mission specialist for NASA Wish a S-g Kap happy Week
of Giving.

frlday

2 sublease's needed for Spring semester.
$650 plus cheap utilities for enure semester.
Call 354-0710 for mote information.

ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING for the summer of
19931
Need a summer job? Don't wait til the last
minute'
Our campgroud. Yogi Bear's Jelrystone Camp
Resort, is looking for 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate & direct activities for a family camping resort.
Location: Aurora, Ohio. 5 miles from Sea World
of Ohio and Geauga Lake Park
Experience preferred but not a must.
Male or female
Living facilities provided
If interested, send resume lo:
Jelrystone Camp Resort
3J92S. R.82
Mantua. OH 44255

Mature female roommate.
$i65/mo.plusutil.Own room.
Call 352-2197.

SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations on winning the Phi Mu Pancake Breakfast for the third year m a 'owM

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
NOVEMBER 13TH- 15TH

WANTED

CHALLENGE YOURSELF TO ACCEPT
DIFFERENT LFESTYLESFEAR NO PEOPLE

Spring aemester leases available.
One bedroom and efficiency apartments.
Call Mecca Management at 3S3-S600.

ROOM

Thursday, November 12, 1992

The BG News

372-2222

OR

ADMISSION-, ARE PAID AT THE DOOR.

HOCKEY TICKETS SHOULD BE PURCHASED BY STUDENTS THE WEFK BEFORE THE GAME.

DATE: Thursday Nov. 12, 1992
TIME: 8 p.m.
LOCATION: Community Sweet 3rd floor
Union
TOPIC- "The Decline of Pledging in
America"
Omega Forum
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•Shows will ch.uiQfi Friday * NO PASS! g

